From: MEXICO CITY
To: MOSCOW
No. 932
6 December 1944

To VIKTOR[1].

Reference No. 5637[a].

1. As "REMBRANDT"[ii] has received
   [21 groups unrecovered]
   "OLIVER"[iii]
   [7 groups unrecovered]
   the CONSTRUCTION [STROITEL'STVO][iv].
   [41 groups unrecovered]
   whether he was in the COUNTRYSIDE [DEREVNYa][v] with the general
   mass of such officials, [3 groups unrecovered] events at the
   CONSTRUCTION.
   [44 groups unrecoverable]
   before REMBRANDT's departure saying that he would have to be
   sent to "any country," which is why I proposed the move with
   the ice-breakers, intending to send him to the "COUNTRY[STRANA][vi]."

4. To get R. across to South America it is essential
   [6 groups unrecovered]
   to obtain a COUNTRYSIDE passport and visa. All this I can do
   without particular difficulty.
   [13 groups unrecovered].
   I am sure that FREGATO[vii] will organize for him a Spanish
   labour certificate
   [104 groups unrecovered]
   "ANTON"[viii], "JOSE"[ix] and "PATRIOT"[x]
   [26 groups unrecovered]
   "INDIANS[INDEJTaY]"[xi],
   [66 groups unrecovered]

No. 342

YuRIJ[xi1]

Notes: [a] Moscow's external No. 692 of 3 December 1944
      (8/MBF/T671).
Comments:


[111] OLIVER: Antonio Gomez DEANS.


[v] COUNTRYSIDE: MEXICO.

[vI] COUNTRY: U.S.A.

[vII] FREGATO: Unidentified.


[ix] JOSE: Unidentified.

[x] PATRIOT: Unidentified.

[xI] INDIANS: Unidentified.

[xII] YURIJ: Lev A. TARASOV.